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part of Essex. He there enfeoffed a niece, to hold the land of
him as half a knight's fee.1 Here again we have strange con-
fusion over William's surname. Mr. R. E. G. Kirk, although
a record agent, read the name as 'Knully'. This is a useful
illustration of the risk of misreading minima, for we have only to
read the nu as ivi to obtain the right form, i. e. Kivilly. The
name also occurs in a fine of 1220, where Mr. Kirk read it as
' Kynely ',* which, of course, should be ' Kyvely '. Indeed, in
Bracton's Notebook, where case 1374 (in 1220) relates to the
subject of this fine, the name is rightly given as ' Kivilly '.' If
a surname is not recognized, or has a suspicious appearance,
it is always well to check the reading of its minima, if any. For
instance, the surname of Thomas de Bavis, as Mr. Kirk read it
in a fine of 1197,4 should clearly be read as 'Baius' (i.e. Bayeux),
for the manor is found, later, held by a family of Bayeux (de
Baiocis), who even gave to it their name. J. H.

The Two Earliest Municipal Charters of Coventry

THE charters of the city of Coventry preserved in the archives
of its corporation begin with (1) an undated grant of privileges
by Ranulf de Blundeville, earl of Chester6 (1181-1232), lord of
a moiety of the town, and (2) a charter of Henry II,6 given at
Marlborough, but otherwise undated, confirming concessions of
Earl Ranulf which, for the most part, are verbally identical with
those of no. 1, but include three remarkable variations. Not
unnaturally, the king's charter has usually been regarded as a con-
firmation of the earl's with additions and alterations.7 When,
however, the late Miss Bateson examined them twenty years
ago, she saw at once that the variations could not be so accounted
for, and described Henry's charter as a confirmation of another
charter of Ranulf'a without even considering it necessary to
discuss the point.8 There is nothing to show whether she had

' Essex Tints, i. 35. ' Ibid., p. 57.
' The case, however, U there wrongly assigned to Kent, instead of Essex, one ot

the pl»oe* named being wrongly identified in the index, and the other not identified
at all.

• Essex Fines, i. 17.
• MS. B. 1. Facsimiles in A Memorial of the Visit of the Archaeological Institute

to Coventry on July 28, 1864 (Coventry, 1864), and Miss M. Dormer Harris, Life in an
Old English Toum, p. 46. Neither shows the interesting seal. The text is printed in
Cunningham, Growth of English Industry and Commerce, i. 541, and (in part) in Ballard,
British Borough Charters, 1042-1216.

• MS. B. 2. Facsimile (not altogether satisfactory) in Memorial of the Visit of the
Archaeological Institute. Printed ante, xv i 98, by Miss Bateson; in Cal. of Charter
Bolls, ii. 88, and (in part) in Ballard.

1 Ballard, p. xxviii; Donnpr Harris, p. 48. • Ubi supra.
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1021 TWO EARLIEST CHARTERS OF COVENTRY 51

taken into account the list of witnesses of Ranulf's extant charter
and had noted that it is headed by Roger (de Lacy), the con-
stable of Chester, who did not succeed his father, John, in that
office until 1190. Quite apart from its contents, this charter
could not have been confirmed by Henry II. •

What then did Henry contirni, or did he confirm anything ?
The discovery just mentioned at first roused some suspicions
of the genuineness of the confirmation attributed to him, and
these doubts seemed to gain some support from the appearance
of Richard de Luoi as its fourth witness. For a confirmation of
a charter of Earl Ranulf could not be earlier than 1181, and
Richard de Luci the justiciar died in 1179. The only witness
of his name recorded by Eyton to a charter of Henry after that
year was an obscure tenant of the king in Maine. Further
consideration, however, has tended to allay these suspicions.
The witness Richard de Luci may have been the grandson of
the justiciar who, with his brother Herbert, succeeded to his
estates in the sherifrwick of Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire.1

Herbert de Luci, it is true, was only fourteen years old in 1185,2

Richard may have been little or no older, and the last-recorded
visit of Henry II to Marlborough took place in the autumn
of the next year,8 to which occasion the charter has .therefore
been usually assigned. But Henry may very well have been
at Marlborough in the spring or early summer of 1188, and
1181-8 was Miss Bateson's more cautious dating of the document.
Even in 1188 Richard de Luci the younger can only have been
a youth, but he cannot be dismissed as an impossible witness.4

The two charters have recently been photographed afresh,
with less exclusive attention to the text,5 and the Rev. H. E.
Salter, who has been good enough to examine the earlier of them,
is of opinion, on palaeographical grounds alone, that it is a genuine
charter of the last years of Henry II . He has not, indeed, met
with the hand, among charters of that king, but he has seen
a charter of the first year of Richard I which seems to be the
work of the same scribe.

A clerk [he writes] who was at work in the Chancery in 1 Richard I was
probably at work in the last years of Henry II, and it is only an accident
that his work under Henry II survives, as far as I know, only in this
charter. In the charters of Henry II which I have seen, Glanville ifl

1 Rotuli LiU. Claw. (Record Comm.), i. 05 b, 127 b.
1 Rotnli dt Dominalnu (Pipe Roll Society, no. 36), p. 76.
• Eyton, Itinerary of Henry II, p. 271.
4 Mr. Salter tells me that he feels Bare he has seen Richard's name in a charter

of Henry II in some book quite recently, but cannot remember where.
* I have to thank the Corporation of Coventry for kindly allowing thia to be done,

and Miss Dormer Harris for placing her local knowledge at my disposal.

E *
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52 THE TWO EARLIEST MUNICIPAL January

always Rand' de Glanville not Rann' an liore, and Bigot is without le;
but these are points that might vary with the scribe.1

Aft the Coventry charter of Henry II thus appears to be
gonuino,* and cannot bo a confirmation of the extant charter
of Earl Ranulf III of Cheater, though they have so much in
common, we are thrown back upon Miss Bateson's assumption
that it confirms some other (unknown) charter of that earl.
The idea that Henry was confirming the charter of an earlier
Earl Ranulf suggests itself for a moment, only to be at once
dismissed. Even if the privileges confirmed were consistent with
a date in Ranulf II 's time (1129-53), it is impossible to get over
the fact that the charter which Henry had before him had in
its preamble the words : ' Sicut unquam in tempore patris
prefati comitis vel aliorum antecessorum suorum,' which are used
mutatis mutandis in the known charter of Ranulf III . That earl,
too, had he been confirming an almost identical charter of his
grandfather, would surely have made a more direct reference
to it than the above sentence.

If we accept Miss Bateson's suggestion that Ranulf III
issued two charters to Coventry couched in very much the
same terms, within a period of not more than about twenty-five
years, the first of which was confirmed by Henry II , is it possible
to discover a reason for the double grant, and to account for the
complete disappearance of the earlier one ? Perhaps the solution
may lie in the fact that Ranulf, who succeeded his father in 1181
as a boy of eleven, was for a number of years a ward of King
Henry.3 As a minor he may have issued a charter at the instance
of his guardian which in his full age he thought well to reissue
with some modifications. The divergences between the charter
confirmed by Henry and his extant charter certainly fit in well
with this suggestion. The substitution of a vague assurance that
amercement should be reasonable for the clauses limiting fines
in the earl's court to a shilling, and even less in the case of poor
men, looks like an attempt to minimize a concession which was
considered too generous.4 A similar motive may have led to
the omission of the clause limiting the earl's power of borrowing

1 He notes the existence of an original private deed of 1184 in which Glanville
appear* as a witness, where his Christian name is written Bann'.

* The following corrections of the transcript used by Hiss Bateson (ante, rvi. 08)
may be noted : c 1,1. 11, LanooJl'; o. 2,1. 2, portmannemot, libere ; c 3, L 2, et qm ;
o. 5,1. 1, potent; o. 8, L 2, portmannemot; o. 9,1. 4, Rann', L 5, Rann', 1. 6, Geddeng'.
The o'a in ' pertinencia', Ao., are t's in the manuscript. There is a double ilit in
the oentre of the lower margin (without overlap) for the suipencion of the seal,
which has disappeared.

• Pipe Roll 28 Henry n ff.
4 This seems in itself more likely than Hiss Bateson's contention that the differ-

ence in wording ' shows that the twelvepenny amercement may sometimes be alluded
to in very vague terms '.
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1921 CHARTERS OF COVENTRY 53

from the burgesses. The omission of a clause granting exemption
from taxation for two years to new-comers building houses in the
town mighTbe explained in the same way, but was perhaps no
more than the repeal of a temporary privilege.

It seems possible to fix the date of Earl Ranult's surviving
charter within narrower limits than the constableship of Roger
de Lacy (1190-1211). During his marriage with Constance of.
Brittany (1188-99) Ranulf's usual, perhaps his only, style was
' duke of Brittany and earl of Chester and Richmond ', but here
he calls himself earl of Chester only, as he did from 1200 onwards.
If any stress can be laid upon the fact that Philip de Orreby is
not described as justice, the lower limit of date will be 1208.
However that may be, the first decade of the thirteenth century
seems to have been the time when Ranulf was using the curious
lion 6eal l which is still attached to this charter by four silk
tags threaded through as many holes arranged lozenge-wise in
the doubled lower margin of the document. The centre of the seal
is a rather long heater shield with the top corners rounded off
and bearing a lion (or lioness) rampant to the left'. Its edge is
so broken away that only a few letters of the legend can be
made out : . . . COM[ITIS CE]STBIE. It may be objected, if the
date suggested for Ranulf's charter is correct, that on the theory
advanced above of its relation to that confirmed by Henry II , the
earl took a long while to become conscious of the inconveniences
of some of the concessions made in his name by that king. It is
also strange that he does not mention the earlier charter. Yet
one can see no other possible explanation of the two charters at
Coventry. JAMES TATT.

The Parliament of Lincoln of IJI6

THE importance of the parliament which sat at Lincoln in
January and February 1316 has been fully recognized by
historians of the reign of Edward II, ono of whom recently has
published a minute analysis of its proceedings,2 based upon the
admirable and systematic roll compiled at the time,3 ' the first
full and intelligible record of the proceedings of a parliament '.*
It came mid-way in that period of royal humiliation and general
disorder which opened with the .English defeat at Bannockbum
in 1314 and did not close till the treaty of Leake in 1318 gave an
opportunity to a middle party not unfriendly to the king. Its
special object, as explained in the king's speech, was to take

1 Ormerod, Hist, of Cheshire (1882), i. 33, 38, 422.
1 J. C. Davies, The Baronial Opposition to Edward II, pp. 408-15.
• Parl. Roll (Exchequer Series) 20: printed in Rot. Parl. i. 360-«4.
1 T. F. Tout, The Place of Edward II in English History, p. 184.
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